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ABSTRACT
We introduce an unsupervised query segmentation scheme that
uses query logs as the only resource and can effectively capture
the structural units in queries. We believe that Web search
queries have a unique syntactic structure which is distinct from
that of English or a bag-of-words model. The segments
discovered by our scheme help understand this underlying
grammatical structure. We apply a statistical model based on
Hoeffding’s Inequality to mine significant word n-grams from
queries and subsequently use them for segmenting the queries.
Evaluation against manually segmented queries shows that this
technique can detect rare units that are missed by our Pointwise
Mutual Information (PMI) baseline.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web search queries with length between 3 and 10 words, which
constitute approximately 80% of all queries in the query log that
we have analyzed here, seem to have a unique structure; they are
neither bags-of-words, nor grammatically correct natural
language phrases or sentences. For example, the queries 3g not
working nokia n96 telstra australia and nokia n96 telstra
australia 3g not working can both be paraphrased in natural
language as “3G is not working in a Nokia N96 mobile phone
bought from the Telstra store in Australia.” The queries seem to
have been derived from the underlying English sentence by
dropping the stop words like is and from, stripping off the
common nouns such as phone and store, and randomly
permuting the left over chunks – 3g not working, nokia n96,
and telstra Australia. This leads us to the interesting observation
that queries are, in fact, bags-of-units, as opposed to bags-ofwords.
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Previous research has expressed and addressed the need for
identification of these units [1 - 5], a process termed as query
segmentation. Nevertheless, efforts have been mainly directed
towards identification of multiword named entities [1] and
natural language phrases [2]. Towards this end, various external
resources such as Webpages [3, 5], search result snippets [4] and
Wikipedia titles [5] have been used. Although these methods can
help in retrieval, query expansion and query suggestion, we
strongly believe that they miss out on the unique syntactic
properties of queries due to a bias towards projecting natural
language structure on queries.
Thus, we think that the linguistic structure of queries is distinct
from that of the standard language (i.e., English, in our case);
the first step towards understanding this structure is to
understand the nature of the constituent word groups. These
word groups should be identified solely on the basis of queries,
because use of external resources raises the risk of projecting
natural language structures onto the queries; and a proper
understanding of this structure coupled with automatic
techniques for parsing it can lead to significant performance
improvements in various IR tasks. In this work, we take the first
steps to unravel the structure of queries by proposing an
unsupervised method for query segmentation that uses only
query logs. As we shall see, the segments identified by our
method do not necessarily align with natural language segments,
yet it is clear that they are meaningful.

2. METHOD
We are given a large collection of search queries. Consider an ngram     … 
where wj-s denote the words
constituting M. Let  ,  , … ,   denote the subset of queries
in the log that contain all the words of M, though not necessarily
occurring together as an n-gram. Our premise is that search
queries can be viewed as bags of Multi-Word Expressions
(MWEs), which is to say that any permutation of the MWEs
constituting a particular search query will effectively represent
the same query. Thus, to test if an observed n-gram is an MWE,
we could ask if the constituents of an MWE appear together
more frequently than they would under a bag-of-words null
model. We now formalize this intuition in a new test of
significance for detecting MWEs in search queries.
Let us fix our focus on M, a candidate MWE. Let  be the
indicator variable for the event “M occurs in the query  ”. Let
 denote the probability of this event and let ℓ be the length of
 . There areℓ    1 locations where M can be positioned
in  and for each choice of location there are ℓ   ! ways of
permuting the remaining ℓ   non-MWE words of  .

Thus, we can write the probability of   1] under the bag-ofwords model (null) as follows:
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We define   ∑  (which models the number of times the
words of M appear together in the k queries). We use
Hoeffding’s Inequality to obtain an upper-bound δ on the
probability of  " #$, where N denotes the observed value of
X in the data (also referred to as the frequency of M):
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where, the expectation 4 is given by 4  ∑  . We
obtain 2 for each n-gram M and define  log 2 as the MWE
score for M. If 2 is small, then the surprise factor is higher
indicating a greater chance of M being an MWE, and vice versa.
We note that unigrams have a score of zero, since their observed
and expected frequencies are equal.
For computational reasons, we compute the MWE scores only
for n-grams whose constituent words have each appeared in at
least 8 queries in the database (where 8 is a user-defined
threshold). We add an n-gram to the list of significant n-grams if
its MWE score exceeds 9 (a second user-defined threshold). In
our experiments we used 8  10 and 9  0.6= (where k is the
number of queries in which all the words of the n-gram occur,
though not necessarily together).
We now have a list of significant n-grams and their associated
MWE scores. We use this list to perform unsupervised query
segmentation as follows: First, we compute a final score for
each possible segmentation by adding the MWE scores of
individual segments. Then we pick the segmentation that yields
the highest segmentation score. Here we use a dynamic
programming approach to search over all possible
segmentations.

3. EVALUATION
All our experiments have been performed on a subset of one
million queries (from a total of 342 million) collected through
Bing Australia (http://www.bing.com.au). The segmentation
accuracy was evaluated using four standard metrics discussed in
[5] against a manually segmented set of one thousand six-word
queries (handling upto 5-grams). The PMI threshold for MWE
significance is 8.2. Results are shown in Table 1.

method. While a fake bill is a noun phrase, and therefore, a
valid segment according to the Standard English grammar, one
cannot deny the fact that how to expresses a class of intent in
queries and is found to be associated with diverse concepts such
as save money, play guitar or make tea. Interestingly, spot a
fake, which makes very little sense as an MWE, is in fact quite
commonly seen in queries expressing a generic action phrase
applicable to diverse objects such as video, gucci bag or mona
lisa painting. Some other examples of generic query intents
discovered by this method are information about, difference
between and history of the.
The proposed solution is also capable of detecting named
entities such as windows media player and nikon d5000,
including rare ones like very hungry caterpillar. The
disagreements between the segmentation by this method and
manually annotated data are partly due to influence of English
grammar on annotators and inherent ambiguities in some
queries, and partly due to lack of domain knowledge which
makes it hard to judge the statistical significance of rarer named
entities and multiword expressions. The latter can be suitably
addressed by using external resources such as Wikipedia, though
adequate care has to be taken so that the generic intent phrases
are not lost in the process. The accuracy figures reported here
are lower than the state-of-the-art, but it should be emphasized
that since we do not use any external resources or manually
segmented data to learn the models, our results are not
comparable to those reported earlier. Moreover, the motivation
and goals of our work are fundamentally different.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have proposed an unsupervised method of
query segmentation that uses Web queries as the only resource.
The method unravels structural units of queries that are distinct
from natural language phrases and outperforms the PMI baseline
in every metric. Currently we are enriching the segmentation
scheme by using lists of named entities obtained from other
sources and conducting linguistic and statistical analysis of the
segmented queries to discover deeper structural patterns.
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Method

Seg-Acc

Precision

Recall

F-score
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54.59

51.77
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75.20

54.95

60.09

57.41
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